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Commissioned Story

Robotic Study Session

Previously inside the local university Dylan –
a student there - crashed into Professor
Harrison as he was rushing out of class.
After apologizing to Mr. Harrison and
helping him pick up the papers he was
carrying Dylan was about to leave, when he
realized one of the professor‘s papers was
left on the floor stuck under his backpack.
Dylan wanted to call the Professor and give
it back but then his eyes fell on a name on

top of said Paper. Layla… this paper was
about Layla? Layla is Dylan‘s study partner
for several years now… They are friends…
even though Dylan has had a huge crush on
her ever since he first met her.

Dylan starts reading… and it turns out that

this was a report on several hypnosis
sessions Layla has taken with Prof.
Harrison! After staring at the paper for a
long time and researching hypnosis for a
week, Dylan has finally gathered his courage
and invited Layla over for a study session at
his house. He‘s about 69% sure that,
according to this paper, Layla‘s trance
trigger „General Pauze“ has not been
removed at the end of her last session…
And today Dylan is about to verify his
suspicion…

Featuring
Layla … a study partner Dylan has a crush on
Dylan … the male protagonist of this story



And if not, 
just play it 
down as a 

joke…

It will work, 
believe in 
yourself!

And I’ve been 
practicing 

hypnosis for 
the past week 

24/7!

According to 
those records, her 
relaxation trigger 

has not been 
removed.

Stop being 
so nervous, 

Dylan!



Front door 
was open 

so…

Yes, by all 
means. Please 

come in.

She’s so 
hot!

You are 
welcome. 

That’s what 
friends are 

for.

Thank you so 
much for helping 
me with the math 
exam. It’s my only 

weakness! 



By the way, 
what do you 
think about 

the music I’ve 
put on?

Errr… You 
know I do not 

share your 
enthusiasm 
for classical 

music.

That’s fine. If you 
start hating it 

more than math, 
it has fulfilled its 

purpose.

LOL!

By the way, fun 
fact. Do you know 
what a pause that 

interrupts the 
normal tempo of a 

composition is 
called?



How is this 
a FUN
fact?...

It’s called 
General 
Pauze!

Woah…
Uhhh..

I feel kinda
dizzy all of a 

sudden.



Are you 
okay?

Her eyes! 
Definitely the sign 
of a light trance! I 
need to move fast 
and reinforce it!

Yeah… 
I’m… fine…



Focus on 
this watch.

You don’t look 
too well. Let 
me help you 
with this.

Hypnosis?

Yes, it will help 
you relax and 
drive away the 

dizziness.



You do 
trust me 
after all.

We are… 
friends.

I… I do… 
trust you.

Back and 
forth.

Then 
watch the 

watch.



Back… 
forth…

Three!

Two.

One.

And I count to 
three, you find 
yourself falling 

into a deep 
hypnotic 
trance.

And as you 
follow the 
watch with 
your eyes...



Are you 
in a deep 
hypnotic 
trance?

Yes, I am 
in a deep 
hypnotic 
trance.

I can 
hear you.

Can you 
hear me, 

Layla?

And 
Sleep!

I do trust 
you.

It is fine that 
you give me 

instructions.

Great. You 
can open your 
eyes now, but 
you will remain 

asleep.

It is fine that 
I give you 

instructions?

Alright.
Please sit 

up straight.



*Gulp*
This is really 

working! She’s 
listening to 

everything I say!

You don’t 
mind me 
touching 

you.

I will now touch 
your body. This 

is important.

I trust 
you. It’s 

important.

OK. You 
can touch 
my body.



You are 
fondling 

one of my 
breasts.

Should I 
stop?

Layla, what 
am I doing 
right now?

I don’t 
mind you 
fondling 

my breast.



Now that Layla is under
and following each and
every command given
Dylan gets much bolder
and realizes several of
his secret sexual
fantasies.



General… 
Pauze…. 
Uhhh…

So cool!
Her eyes really 

rolled back!

I want you 
to stand up 

and strip 
naked.

Listen 
and obey.

Layla, 
listen to 
my voice.

Yes… 
Strip naked



Brilliant!
Now turn 

around bend 
over the couch 
and spread your 

legs.

Yes, Spread 
legs …



When I‘ve
inserted this pen
into your arse, 

you will wake up.

You can stop 
repeating your 
mantra now. 
Now listen to

me closely.



Layla-Bot 

performing

Yoga.

Later Dylan uses Layla‘s newly installed Robot Trigger and has her
do some Yoga for his entertainment…



Energy 

level still 

low. Please 

keep going.

*Groan*
Do you like me
fucking you, 

Layla?

When I cum, 
you will cum 

as well!

Affirmative.

Unit will run

orgasm program

on user

ejaculation.

A robot that needs sex to rechage energy!



Oh, yeh… 

oh, yeah…

Initializing

Orgasm

sequence.

Procedure

complete. 

Awaiting

input.



End of Teaser

Hello, Hexxet here.

The full comic is 52 pages long and
entails 5 pinups. It’s for adults only
and available on my Patreon Site (for
Connoisseur Tier Members) or in my
Gumroad-Shop:
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